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Introduction
As a new communication technology, VLC has been paid a lot of attention [1] - [6] . It is a data communications medium using visible light between 400 and 800 THz (780-375 nm). The intensity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD) method is practically utilized in VLC due to its simple implementation of a low-cost receiver. It can achieve the broadband transmission with unlicensed spectrum, alleviate shortage of wireless spectrum resources [7] , there are no health regulations to restrict the transmit power. VLC is more and more widely used in human life, but the most technologies in VLC are used indoor.
VLC develops rapidly under the influence of light-emitting diode (LED) development. New generation of high-intensity light emitting diodes (LEDs) which has permitted the replacement of incandescent-based lights, unfolds the potential of implementing VLC system on outdoor environment [8] . High-intensity LEDs meet the demand of square illumination, streetlight, traffic light and other outdoor scenes because of its high light and energy saving. Based on illumination equipment existing, it can achieve high speed communication with visible light. It gives an additional supplement to traditional communication with releasing the communication pressure and providing a better performance.
The channel in the indoor VLC is static and stable [9] , but outdoor is different. The optical channel outdoor is in the complex atmospheric situation. The inhomogeneous of temperature and pressure lead to the atmospheric turbulence. The atmospheric turbulence makes the refractive index variable along the transmission path, optical signal attenuation degrades communication performance. Than the signal transmission rate, the channel change is more slow [10] - [13] . The outdoor optical channel is time-variable slow fading.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, A new optical signal detection algorithm is proposed. In Section 3 we test our algorithm in the outdoor VLC system. Finally, we conclude our paper in section 4.
THE DETECTION METHODS OF OUTDOOR VLC
In this section, we will put forwards our new algorithm and compare it with mean value algorithm, first let me review the mean value algorithm next.
Mean Value Detection
This method is common used in practice, as the probability density function (PDF) of channel is International Conference on Information Sciences, Machinery, Materials and Energy (ICISMME 2015) unknown. The channel estimation used mean value detection h is obtained by
where L is the block length, i r is the signal received. Then we get signal transmitted i s by the decision criterion 1, , 2 0, 2
Fast Blind Detection
The channel gain h and noise i n in n are independent distribution. The pdf of received signal r conditioned on s and h is ( ) ( )
(3) can be simplified into (4). The Euclidian distance describes the error between received signal vector r and emitted signal vector s
r hs r h r s h s
(4) is a non-deterministic polynomial hard (NP-hard) problem. The common method is Viterbi algorithm [14] to search s with high complexity. To make the NP-hard problem be linear, we define the signal sum function. 
As the signal is non-negative in VLC, the i s only can be 0 or 1 in OOK modulation. When S is fixed, we get the total number of symbol 1, this idea is very important to simplify algorithm. To make (4) minimum, we order the received block signal vector r and summate the first S terms.
Where ( ) i r is the order static of received signal. When S is fixed, S R is a fixed number.
Substituting (5) and (6) into (4) 
is fixed. Our target is to search S to get the minimum S . To a given S , by differentiating (7) with respect to h and letting the derivative be equal to zero, We get the estimated value of h 
Substitute (8) into (7) 
Finally we obtain the decision criterion (10) By searching exhaustively to fit (11), we can achieve the channel estimate and the signal demodulation jointly
EXPERIMENT
We compare the performance of the fast blind detection algorithm and mean value algorithm with OOK signal and IM/DD. The board with Altera Cyclone II is used as a transmitter, and Kintex-7 FPGA KC705 Evaluation Kit with peripheral AD chip is used as a receiver. The known data is stored in transmitter and receiver. The transmitter transmits data repeatedly, the receiver compute the BER after receiving the signal. Two kinds of detection algorithm fast blind detection and mean value are used in receiver.
The processing of signal is shown in Fig.1 . The block code is used to eliminate error floor, the data which passes through an block encoder transmits in the channel, the receiver gets signal, the detection algorithm is used to detection signal, then the signal will be decoded by block decoder. The system is shown in Fig.1 , The different distance D=1m, 10m and 100m is experimented. The results are shown in Fig.2, Fig.3 and Fig.4 . As the block code is used, there no exits error floor. The fast blind detection algorithm outperform mean value algorithm in all three cases. When distance D increases, the gap increases in Fig.2, Fig.3 and Fig.4 because of atmospheric turbulence. 
CONCLUSION
In summary, a fast blind detection algorithm based on GLRT is proposed in outdoor VLC, the algorithm is tested by experiments with different block length. The algorithm are significant for slow fading channel in the outdoor VLC, they can improve system performance extremely, block code as a new method to eliminate error floor is effective.
